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Mission
To ensure the eff icient management of
Jamaica’s radio frequency spectrum
in keeping with international best
practices and in the interest of social,
economic and technological
development.
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COPORATE PROFILE
The Spectrum Management Authority (“SMA” or “the Authority”) is mandated by virtue of the Telecommunications
Act 2000 as the regulatory body charged with the management of the Radio Frequency Spectrum in Jamaica, on behalf of
the Government and people of Jamaica.
Consistent with its Mission Statement detailed herein, SMA’s management of the spectrum entails the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing access to the radio frequency spectrum through band planning, frequency assignment and licensing;
Monitoring compliance with licensing agreements to protect all legal spectrum users;
Identifying, investigating and facilitating the resolution of cases of interference;
Identifying and eliminating illegal use of the spectrum;
Fulfilling Jamaica’s international obligations with respect to spectrum management
Fulfilling its statutory obligation as the advisory body to the Minister with portfolio responsibility for
telecommunications, currently the Minister of Mining and Telecommunications on spectrum policy and 		
related legal matters.

Spectrum Management Authority was in accordance with the Companies Act incorporated as a limited liability company
on 1st February 2000 and became operational in April 2001.  As at 2006 January 1, the registered office of the company is    
53 Knutsford Boulevard, Kingston 5, Jamaica.
The statutory obligations and the operational principles of the Authority are in accordance with, and fulfill Jamaica’s
international commitments to the World Trade Organization‘s (WTO) telecommunication agreement, and the policy
objectives enunciated by the Government of Jamaica (GOJ) with respect to the liberalization of the telecommunication sector.
The Authority is financed through a cost-recovery mechanism, whereby licensed spectrum users are required to pay
Regulatory fees. The fee mechanism was developed in consultation with spectrum users and is constituted in The
Telecommunications (Spectrum Regulatory Fees) Regulations 2003, Jamaica Gazette Supplement Number 33, in
April 2003.
As aforestated incarrying out its mandate the Authority, operates within the legislative framework as established by the
Telecommunications Act, 2000 and  the Radio and Telegraph Control Act, 1973.  Internationally, SMA is also guided by the
rules and regulations of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU).  ITU is the leading United Nations agency for
information and communication technologies.  As the global focal point for governments and the private sector, ITU’s role
in helping the world communicate spans 3 core sectors: radiocommunication, standardization and development.
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COPORATE PROFILE
The Spectrum licence fees collected by the SMA on behalf of the GOJ are remitted to the Consolidated Fund.
There are various categories of radios systems that are licensed by the Authority:
•
•
•
•

Terrestrial (land-based) radio systems - including fixed services (such as networks providing data transfer
services) and mobile services (such as cellular services as well as 2-way radios);
Satellite systems - for large earth stations and VSATs (very small aperture terminals);
Maritime radio systems - this facilitates radio communication for ships, yachts, boats;
Aeronautical radio systems - facilitates communication by aeroplanes and air-traffic controllers.

The Authority also acts in a certifying capacity in respect of the following licenses: Certificate of Competence in Radio
Telephony/Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) – This certification authorizes the holder to carry out the
radiotelephone service of any Ship Station;
•

Radio Technician Licence – There are 2 classes for this category of licence:  Class “A” and Class “B” Licences.  
A licence issued under Class “A” category authorizes the Licensee to install and maintain radio transmitting
apparatus; and, the Class “B” category authorizes the Licensee to install and maintain radio transmitting
apparatus with a radio frequency power not exceeding 1,000 watts;

•

Type Approval Certificate – This certification is issued issued to manufacturers of radio communication
equipment after the Authority ensures that it conforms to appropriate standards and principles of product safety
and will not interfere with other equipment or networks.

The SMA represents Jamaica in several telecommunications related international fora and participates on a committee level
on selected bodies as indicated:
•
•
•
•

4

International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (ITSO), - the Authority is a member of the ITSO Advisory
Committee representing the Caribbean region since 2001;
Caribbean Telecommunications Union (CTU) - the Managing Director is the current Chairman of Spectrum
Management Working Group;
Inter-American Telecommunications Commission (CITEL) - PCC11 Committee on Radio communications
including broadcasting; and
International Telecommunications Union (ITU).
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

From left to right are:   Danville Davidson (Acting Managing Director); Patricia Henry; Keith
Smith; Alston Douglas; Deborah Newland (Company Secretary); Ainsley Deer; Novelette Howell;
Vernon McLeod; Winston Dwyer; Robert Lawrence (Chairman). Missing: George Thomas
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ REPORT
The 2008/09 fiscal year (FY) was deemed a success by
the Spectrum Management Authority (“the Authority”,
or “SMA”).   The Authority continued to effectively
carry out its mandate in facilitating the introduction of new
wireless broadband technologies, issuing new and renewing
existing licences, successfully financing its operating
expenses successfully, resolving complaints of interference
while continuing to meet its established core performance
indicators.

the previous FY.   Of the 180 licences processed 5 were             
cancelled, 10 were pending approval, 6 were on hold and
a further 23 were reviewed/processed for cancellation. For
the FY, 146 applications (180 less cancellations 5, on hold
6, up for cancellation 23) were available for processing of
which 136 were granted. The performance exceeded the Key
Performance Indicator (KPI) of 104, set at the beginning of
the year. 138 were issued, which included amounts granted
in the previous FY.  

The FY was however not without its challenges, but the
dedicated SMA team, with hard work and a strong focus,
was able to overcome these challenges successfully.

Seventy-four percent (74%) of the applications granted were
within the respective performance standard processing times.
Whilst the performance rate is below the KPI of 80%, the
Authority’s performance has improved over the previous
FY where the performance rate was at 66% and this after
“raising the bar” by reducing the processing time for
temporary maritime licences from 2 days to 1.

The Authority, like many companies on the world stage
experienced the effects of the global economic crisis       
during this period. The impact of this was evident with
the 2.5GHz Auction which did not reap anticipated profit
as several  parties that expressed interest initially, did not
participate at the time of the Auction.
Despite this and other challenges the SMA was still able
to experience growth and exceeded its targets related to
issuance of new and renewed licences.  This expression of
interest in the RF spectrum augurs well for the prospects of
the Authority.
Against this background, the achievements of the Authority
during the 2008/09 fiscal year are presented.
Achievements
Licensing
The Authority processes new licences and renews
existing licences in providing access to use the radio
frequency spectrum.
Processing of New Applications
For the FY a total of 180 licences were processed by the
Authority, including 27 that were brought forward from

6
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Summary of activities:
153

Total Applications Received
Applications Brought Forward
TOTAL HANDLED

27
180

Licences/Certifications Approved

136

Licences/Certifications Issued

126

Renewal Licences
A total of 423 licences were due for renewal within the FY,
however an additional 9 were reinstated on the respective
clients’ request. Of this number, 11 licence holders
relinquished their licences bringing the real renewal total to
421.
Overall, the Authority was able to renew 375 or
approximately 89% of the 421 licences within the FY.  
Monitoring and Inspection
Monitoring
The Authority continued to ensure the assignment of
interference-free spectrum through active monitoring of the
spectrum across the island with the use of the RMDFS, for
the FY.
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Monitoring and Inspection cont’d
Inspection
RF Radiation Measurement: The Authority continued the
arrangements with the National Environment & Planning
Agency (NEPA), which began in December 2007, to conduct
RF Radiation Measurement at selected telecommunication
transmission sites. For the FY, radiation measurements
continued with observers from Cable & Wireless, Ministry
of Health, Digicel and MiPhone/Claro. Measurement was
conducted at specific sites and the results of the test showed
that the maximum radiation levels measured at the cell
sites were significantly below the ICNIRP standards for
the general public. This standard was adopted by NEPA.
The activities up to 2008 June brought to an end the first
phase of the project. A RF Radiation survey report was
prepared and submitted to NEPA on 2008 June 13.
Interference Management
Users of the radio frequency spectrum at times experience
interference on their systems. This may be due to technical
problems with the equipment of a spectrum user or may
emanate from other users, licensed and unlicensed. The
SMA responds expeditiously to identify the cause and
resolves all cases of interference, through the use of its
RMDFS and mobile monitoring vehicles. The Authority
works with the users to ensure that all cases of interference
are resolved completely and in a timely manner.
In the area of interference management during the FY, the
Authority investigated a total of 15 reports of interference,
of which 1 was brought forward from the previous FY.  A
total of 12 out of 12 or 100 percent of the cases investigated
that needed to be resolved during the FY were resolved or
needed no further action. There were 3 unresolved cases
wherein the performance standard time exceeded 2009
March 31.
Of the 12 cases resolved, 11 or 92% were resolved within
the established performance standard. The key performance
indicator for resolving interference reports is 80%.
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Revenue
The Authority’s revenue plan is based on a cost recovery
strategy. A mechanism for the charging of Regulatory Fees
to the users of the spectrum was established in April 2003
as a source of revenue, to fund the normal operations of the
Authority in accordance with the Telecommunications Act
2000.  In addition to regulatory fees the Authority’s primary
income includes an administrative processing fee for the
review of new applications for spectrum and the preparation
of new licences and the granting of type approval certifications
and customs clearances.
For the 2008/09 FY the Authority targeted total revenue of
$178.12M from Regulatory Fees, Processing Fees, Interest
Income and Other Income.   For the 12 months ended 2009
March 31, the Authority’s revenue figures amounted to
$205.07M, exceeding the   target of $178.12M by $26.95M
or approximately 15%. The positive variance is due primarily
to additional spectrum billed to clients, which was not
anticipated.
The actual vs. targets for each category is as follows:

Particulars
Regulatory Fees
Processing Fees
Interest Income
Other Income
Total

Target ($M)

Actual ($M)

166.12
0.85
8.00
3.15
178.12

177.12
2.02
21.98
3.95
205.07

Income from Regulatory and Processing Fees for the FY is
reported at $179.15M, which is $0.56M below the previous
year amount of $179.71M. During the FY there was a marginal
reduction in the rate of growth, which is believed to be a direct
impact of the global economic crisis which started in 2008.
It is worthy of note that as evidenced in the graph below, for
the last five years of operations the Authority has seen an
increase in income each year with the increase in demand for
the spectrum, with the exception of the period under review
(2008/09).
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Fund, including amounts carried forward from FY 07/08.  

!

Training and Development
As a key strategy in acquiring the necessary technical
expertise, the Authority continued to provide training and
development opportunities to members of staff through
seminars and workshops both locally and overseas. During
the FY, some 15 training opportunities were supported by
the SMA, for various levels of staff, including:
Managing Operations
The Authority continues to apply prudent management
strategies in a dynamic industry which demands efficient
spectrum mangement service. Notwithstanding the daunting
economic conditions, the Authority was able to manage its
resources, and experienced continued growth in its networth.
The graph below illustrates the growth in networh and total
assets for the last five (5) FYs .
SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY
Tot al A sset s

Net Wor t h

600,000

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$’000

500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
04/05

05/06

06/07

07/08

08/09

Collection of Spectrum Licence Fees
Spectrum Licence Fees are collected on behalf of the
Government of Jamaica (GoJ) and are remitted to the
Consolidated Fund. The Authority established a collection
target for spectrum licence fees at $53.28M, based on the
number of licences to be renewed at the beginning of the FY.  
As at the end of the FY, the Authority collected $137.88M
in spectrum licence fees.  This amount included $48.80M in
relation to additional mobile spectrum licences. Adjusting
for the extra-ordinary income, the Authority has collected
$89.08M which is $35.80M or approximately 67% above the
target of $53.28M which was established at the beginning of
the year. A total of $118.0M was remitted to the Consolidated
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•
•
•
•
•

Research and Writing Skills.
IMT (3G/4G) Mobile Broadband and Mobile TV.
Human Resource Management Association of
Jamaica’s Conference.
TCI International Technical Training Seminar.
The Procurement Law Intensive.
Spectrum Master Class.
Frameworks for Telecommunications and ICT
Policy Making.
Writing for the Web.
Sub-Regional Seminar on LRIT and AIS Issues.
The Wireless Broadband Revolution: WiFi and
WIMAX, the Technical, Business and Spectrum
Policy Ramifications in the Global Marketplace
The RFP Intensive.
Jamaica Computer Society Conference.
Comtia A+.
Legal and Regulatory Frameworks.
Understanding IFRS in a Changing World.

Regional and International Obligations
The SMA continued its participation in a number of
activities during the period and provided support to the
Ministry of Mining and Telecommunications (MMT), now
the Department of Information and Telecommunication
within the Office of the Prime Minister (OPM).   The
Authority continues to be integrally involved on
committees of the Inter-American Telecommunications
Commission (CITEL), the Caribbean Telecommunications
Union (CTU), and the International Telecommunications
Satellite Organization (ITSO).
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Specific meetings the Authority participated in during the FY
included:
•
The 6th Caribbean Spectrum Management Policy
Development Meeting in Dominica from 2008
August 5th to 8th.
•
The 9th Meeting of the International
Telecommunications Satellite Organization (ITSO)
Advisory Committee held in Washington D.C. on
2008 June 26.
•
The Caribbean Association of National
Telecommunication Organizations (CANTO) 24th
Annual Telecommunications Conference and Trade
Exhibition from 2008 July 13th to the 16th.
•
The Commonwealth ITU group meeting at
Malborough House, London on 2008
September 22 - 23.

Restaurant in Smokeyvale, St. Andrew on 2008 December
17 in collaboration with the Universal Access Fund. The
event was widely supported by members of staff who were
treated with great food and entertainment for the afternoon.
Special invited guests were the Honourable Derrick Smith,
Minister of Mining and Telecommunications, Mrs. Marcia
Forbes, Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Mining and
Telecommunications, and Mr. Cecil McCain Director, Post
and Telecommunications.

Organizational Changes
In November 2008 a new Board of Directors was
appointed consequent upon changes in ministerial portfolio
responsibilities within Cabinet. The Authority uses this
opportunity to thank the outgoing Directors as listed: Mrs.
Marcia Forbes; Dr. Jean Dixon; Glenford Watson; Denise
Henry James; Col. Trevor MacMillan; and Mr. Peter
The Authority also submitted to the International Champagnie.
Telecommunication Union (ITU) an updated List of
Radio Determination and Special Services for Jamaica. This Corporate Social Responsibility
covered information on the time and frequency of Christmas Treat
emergency and meteorological data issued by all radio The SMA is committed to making a positive impact on
stations in Jamaica. This information is very important for Jamaica and to help, where possible, to advance
users of the spectrum who may be in distress, e.g. operators of social and economic well-being.  Accordingly, the SMA’s
vessels at sea prior to a hurricane.
management and staff sponsored a Christmas Treat for the
residents of the Glenhope Nursery on 2008 December 22.  
The Authority also submitted comments on the draft The children were feted with lunch, entertainment, gifts,
Telecommunication Policy 2009 in respect of spectrum and also donations of shoes for each child.
management to the Ministry of Mining and
Telecommunication as requested by the Ministry’s Principal The SMA has always sought to be a good corporate citizen,
Director.
and it is against this background that the Christmas Treat
was provided for the Glenhope Nursery.
Staff Welfare
The Authority again gave special focus to this area Going Forward
during the year. A wellness workshop was held in 2008 During 2009/2010 FY, the Authority will be relocating its
November 27.   Tests were conducted for the attendees’ office to 19 Harbour Street, Kingston. In what is proposed
benefit for various illnesses including hypertension and to be a more spacious and user friendly office facility,
diabetes. Booths were set up by various providers of products we will endeavour to provide the necessary equipment to
which support healthy lifestyles. The theme for the day was expand the capacity of the Authority. In addition we will
“Bring Diabetes to Light”.  
embark on a comprehensive Organizational Review
exercise in order to ensure that we create the
Staff Luncheon: The Authority had a special luncheon for appropriate framework for the long term sustainability of the
members of staff as a “Christmas treat” at the City View organization.
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The Authority has developed a comprehensive Operational Plan and Budget which outlines the activities, measures and
targets for the year. Very challenging but realistic targets have been established for the 2009/10 FY which will again
require the continued dedication, cooperation and support of all stakeholders if the Authority is to be as successful as
it was in the 2008/09 FY.
The Board of Directors take this opportunity to thank every member of staff for their hard work, dedication and
demonstrated resilience during the FY and looks forward to the 2009/10 FY, working as a team, dedicated to surpassing
the results we have obtained together during the 2008/09 FY.

_____________________					
Robert Lawrence
Chairman
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A Pictorial Year In Review

Christmas Treat at Glenhope Chidren’s Home

Launch of the Wellness Programme – 2008 November
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SPECTRUM MANAGMENT AUTHORITY LIMITED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 MARCH 2009




























 






 





















 
























































































































































           








          
           
          





           
              


            


              
         
              
             
           
             




































































































































  










 
  











  
























































  


 



  




  


  


 


  



 



  





 


  


  



 







 



  



  


 






  


 

 



  







 

















































 













 






























































 























































 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 





















 





























         




           

           





















 

























       


         

        

            

            
















     
      
















            































































           













 



 

















































































































           

            
         


















































             











 













































































           












































































































































































































































































            

           
              
             
            
          











































          


          





             
            
         
         

       











              
            

          
          













































































        




































           




            













































           



          
           









          
           
           








































































































































































































































































 
 
  














  
  





  










 












 
 



  





 





 














































































  
  
 
 














 








 
 


 



 

















 



 



































































































































 



















































































































        






           
            
          
































































































 





























 



 








 
 
 









































 



























 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 






































































































 
















 


 


 





































































































































 
 
 






 



 
 


 




 



















































 

 
 





 


































































 


















 


  

 

 
 
 



 


 
 





































